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Very sadly, our Club lost one of our most
vibrant and unforgettable members in
February.
Ian Trimble is fondly remembered by all who
knew him. His car shows and fund-raising
efforts will be recalled by all who took part in a
Childe of Hale Show over the years.
Joshy presents an award, whilst Ian admires
from the background, at Joshy’s Day in 2017.
Rest in Peace Ian.
Ed.

FRONT COVER:

A typical scene from one of Ian’s Charity Days at The Childe of Hale, this from Joshy’s Day, 15th of
October 2017

REAR COVER:
Ian’s much-cared-for Ford Anglia 100E at the Mark Gorry Show, 6th of June, 2014
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Next Club night: (subject to health guidelines) 12th April 2022

Backfire

Chairman’s CHATter

Hi all,
Firstly, I'd like to express my sadness at the
passing of long-time Club member Ian Trimble.
He was a constant source of hilarity and the
fastest talking man I have ever met.
Many's the time I have had to ask him to slow
down so I could take in what he was saying!
Ian, with his daughter Laura, were responsible
for setting up the North West Casual Classics'
Facebook page, something which has grown and
is now appreciated by over 1,100 followers.
The page will be a fantastic legacy for a much
missed guy.
Thank you Ian.
I've not been out much in either the Stag or the
Austin of late, just the occasional clean and start
up.
The Volvo on the other hand remains my daily
driver and is now a Classic in its own right.
My 850R was constructed in Sweden when
Paul Gannicliffe was handing out leaflets for his
new Classic Vehicle Club, North West Casual
Classics!!
The Volvo 850R followed its hairy-chested
predecessor (the T5R), to become, briefly in
1996, 'the fastest estate car on the planet'. It kept
its hairy chest under its shirt and is the ‘ultimate
sleeper’.
With its lowered suspension, Cosworth exhaust
and a DE-tuned 2.3l AUDI engine, it is a very
understated flying machine.
The benchmark 0-60mph could be attained in
under six seconds, not bad in 1996!
Jeremy Clarkson once called it 'a bit of a
hooligan'. I've owned it since 1999.
I bought it from one of the Directors of Walker
Farrimond, the local Volvo Dealer.
Amazingly, it came with a tow bar, which I have
used frequently with my little trailer and
infrequently with the Club's equipment trailer.
Despite having only 16,000 miles to its credit on
my purchase, it's now travelled the equivalent of
six times around the world!
In 2018 the off-side front wing needed to be
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replaced and I purchased one on 'tinter web for
around £120, this was painted and fitted tout
suite.
Now, the nearside wing is in peril and so the
search for a replacement began. There are none
to be found!
One supplier blamed Covid, as the panel
pressers had been laid off and now that they
were back to work they were busy pressing stuff
that is in mass demand.
One enterprising Australian supplier offered
one for £400 - plus £780 delivery!! I declined.
In the end I bought a fairly good used one from
Readview Garage (Volvo Spares 01254 234382)
in Accrington, for £100.
It needs a small patch over a pinhole to make
perfect.
A visit to the paint shop for the wing and, while
it's there, the sills and bumpers and all will be well
again.
Maybe I'll get the wheels refurbed soon too.
Oh, before you ask. it's not a Ferrari badge on
the front wing, it's a Volvo badge. Not sure who
ripped who off there

Cheers Nigel
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Day
Sat-Su
Sat
Sat
Mon
Mon
Sat-Sun
Fri-Su
Mon
Thu-Sun
Thu-Sun
Sat-Sun
Sat-Sun
Sun
Sun
Sat
Sat-Sun
Sun
Fri-Sun
Sat
Sat-Sn
Mon
Sat-Sun

Date
23-24/4
23/4
30/4
2/5
2/5
14-15/5
27-29/5
30/5
2-5/6
2-5/6
4-5/6
25-26/6
26/6
3/7
9/7
9-10/7
17/7
29-31/7
6/8
20-21/8
29/8
24-25/9

Upcoming events

Event
Venue
Sandbach Festival of Transport
Sandbach Town Centre
Ford Side Valve Owners Annual Meet Bottle and Glass pub, Rainford by-pass,. WA11 7QT
Phoenix Car Club Show
Clock Face Hotel, Clock Face
WA9 4QS
Culcheth Carnival
WA3 4EG
Gawsworth Classic Cheshire
Gawsworth Hall
SK11 9RN
Lancs Traction Engine Club Steam Rally Lancs Mining Museum, Higher Green, AstleyM29 7JB
Smallwood Vintage Rally
Near Love Lane Farm, Betchton, SandbachCW11 2TX
Young Timer Show
Gawsworth Hall
SK11 9RN
HRH Elizabeth Platinum Jubilee
Heskin steam and vintage rally.
Malt Kiln Farm, Tinklers Lane, Eccleston PR7 5QY
Classic & Performance Car Spectacular Show, Tatton Park, Knutsford
WA16 6QN
Kelsall Steam and Vintage Event
Churches View Farm, Kelsall Road, Ashton CH3 8BH
Classic Car Show
RAF Burtonwood Heritage Museum
WA5 0YZ
Lydiate Classic Car and Bike Show
L31 4EQ
Crawford Village Gala
Crawford
WN8 4QE
Cheshire Steam Fair
Daresbury
WA4 4AS
Frodsham Motor Show and Vintage Fair, Fluin Lane, Frodsham
WA6 7QN.
Oulton Park Gold Cup
Newton Town Show
Mesnes Park, Newton-le-Willows
WA12 8BH
Passion For Power Tatton Park
Tatton Park, Knutsford
WA16 6QN
Prestatyn classic car show
High Street, Prestatyn
LL19 9BH
North West Vintage Rally
Victoria Park, Birchfield Road, Widnes WA8 7SX

Events which NWCC organise, or are heavily involved with, are in blue text, others which
NWCC support are in magenta text.
Additionally, you can
Please remember to visit the Club’s
view the latest from the
website for a more comprehensive
FBHVC (Federation of
listing, including entry forms for some
British Historical Vehicle
events, by scanning the QR code right,
Clubs) here:
or by visiting our website at:
http://www.northwestcasualclassics.online/wp
http://www.fbhvc.co.uk/
The events listed above are those we know of at present. If you know of other suitable events, please
let our Events Secretary know.
As we move towards the end of the year of Classic Events, please make a note in your diaries of the
new date and venue for our very own Annual Show. From 2022, this will take place at the Newton-leWillows Town Show, this year on the 6th of August.
Ed.

The saga concludes

Rounding off the series of ‘lock-down’ specials’ (hopefully there won’t be a need for any more of these
sagas), I return to the evolution of the whole process of fuelling petrol-engined vehicles.
In this final episode, I’ll try to chart the way in which a bright idea that was well-ahead of its time
technically, would became adopted as an almost universal solution, once electronic component
design and quality had caught up with the original concept.
Welcome to true electronic fuel injection, as brought to you, not by Bendix, but from much closer to
home.
Ed.
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Bosch picks up the threads
Bendix Electrojet rises from the ashes

Last time I mentioned the innovative, though
doomed through component unsuitability, Bendix
Electrojector system. The failure of Bendix to
make it work did not mark the end of the road
however, as in 1965, Bosch had licensed the
patent of the Bendix system, and began using the
new generation of higher-reliability, electronic
components available.
Bosch produced their first electronic control
system, the Jetronic, in 1967 on the Volkswagen
1600LE and TLE (below), I’m guessing that the ‘E’
signified that it was an ‘electronic’ injection
system..

completely 'analogue' control system and
performed all of its functions with just twenty five
transistors!
The use of higher quality components, along
with sealing them in a proper protective case,
made the Jetronic far more reliable and wellsuited for everyday use.
The power outputs were comparable to
multiple carburettor options of the time, but the
system also significantly reduced exhaust
emissions, as well as improving fuel economy,
especially in town driving conditions.
Jetronic injection lasted for over ten years, and
the final example was seen in Jaguar's XJ12
saloons in 1979.

Bos Volkswagen 1600LE
The Jetronic system was, essentially, an
evolution of the Bendix Electrojector system.
Also, like the Bendix system, the Jetronic had a

Bosch Jetronic components

enter Bosch pragmatism
Innivation loses out to reliability

Despite their success with this electronic
injection, Bosch would return to the use of a
simpler, mechanical system in the mid ‘70's, with
their K-Jetronic system, as found in the original
Golf GTi, Ford's XR3i and Capri 2.8i and some
Granada and Scorpio models, amongst many
models from numerous other manufacturers.
The K-Jetronic (MFI) system was very similar to
the previously mentioned GM Rochester Ramjet
mechanical system, but the K-Jetronic had a
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better means of metering the fuel supply.
The K-Jetronic injection didn't rely on
electronics, and was an entirely ‘open-loop’
system as previously described.
By the '80's, improved electronics led to more
and more electronic engine management
systems.
A side benefit was that the sensors needed to
supply data became more standardised across
the industry.
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The Bosch K-Jetronic system evolved into the
KE-Jetronic version, in order to cope with
turbocharged systems (with a little element of
electronic control) and eventually into the fullyelectronic L-Jetronic system by 1984.
The L-Jetronic had many similarities to the
original D-Jetronic system, but the control was
entirely electronic, with no mechanical inputs
being required.
L-Jetronic proved to be a very popular system,
and was used widely in Europe and in many
exported European vehicles.
Licensed versions were even used by Lucas.

BoschL-Jetronic system

Closed-loop demands accuracy
Of course, the amount of fuel required by an
‘accurately-controlled’ system would need to be
carefully regulated, and, as a consequence, far
more accurate injectors than those used in MFI,



1: vented guard tube
2: seal

Zirconium Dioxide
Exhaust Gas

Reference air

 

would be required.
To allow this to happen, there would need to be
a sensor that could feed back information about
the exhaust gas composition.







3: metal housing
4: ceramic support

5: planar sensor element
6: connecting wires

Platinum element
Heater element

V

Exhaust Gas
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0.2 - 0.8v
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The development of the (Hot Exhaust Gas
Analyser) HEGA mentioned earlier in this series
of articles, was, without doubt, the deciding
breakthrough that enabled ‘closed loop’ engine
management control to become anything more
than an engineer’s dream!
These sensors are capable of working in the
extremely hostile environment of the exhaust
manifold, of reacting quickly enough to provide
useable data and to be accurate - which is
probably why they are so expensive.
Making use of an electrical voltage that is
created at the junction of two substances (usually
Platinum and Zirconium Oxide) that reacts
differently when exposed to differing amounts of
oxygen, these sensors are essential to the correct
function of fuel management.
sensor is operating correctly as soon as the

engine starts, it also has an integral heater
element (these sensors only provide meaningful
data if they are hot) which overcomes any coldstart over-fuelling.
The signal voltages produced by HEGA
sensors are, in keeping with modern electronics,
quite small, in the order of one or two volts, and
only tiny currents flow. Additionally, the response
rate is in the order of milliseconds - they react
quickly!
As such, those earlier, less sophisticated
electronic control systems would not have been
able to detect, let alone act on, the signals
modern HEGA sensors produce, requiring an
‘amplifier’ (somewhat akin to the ignition
amplifiers found on early electronic ignition
systems), although it is doubtful as to whether
any available amplifier of that period would have
been ‘up to the job’.

A typical HEGA sensor is shown opposite:
1: vented guard tube
2: seal
3: metal housing
4: ceramic support
5: planar sensor element
6: connecting wires
Returning to the subject of injectors, such
injectors, now running in a fully ‘closed loop’
control system, would be opened and closed
entirely by electronic signals, which, typically,
comprise very small currents generated within the
computer of the ECU.
These ‘signals’ may be amplified (made more
robust) within the ECU, but are still in the order of
a few Volts, (typically 5v), rather than by 'pressure
pulses', and therefore they would not require such
high operating pressures as MFI systems (which
typically operate at 10 bar).
EFI fuel systems typically run at about 4 bar and
the injectors are, in effect, high-speed solenoid
valves, which 'pulse' in time with signals from the
ECU.
By 1979, the first fully digital electronic control

system had arrived, known as the Bosch
Motronic, it was widely adopted by a variety of
manufacturers.
The Bosch version was followed quickly in the
US, with fully digital systems versions made by
both Motorola and Delphi.
Now that the 'control' of fuelling was being done
with software, rather than the previous
mechanical ‘pressure-based’ MFI, or early
attempts of the hard-wired circuitry of the Bendix
Electrojector systems, there was much more
flexibility over the control of fuelling than had
previously been available.
Reprogramming, either by the ECU maker, or
by manufacturers themselves, of these now ‘off
the shelf’ ECU’s, to suit a variety of different
performance fuelling 'maps', for different
applications, was relatively easy to do in the
laboratory, and did not require any physical
modifications to be made to the vehicle’s
production methods.
Identical ‘hardware’ could be reprogrammed to
give an economy model, or a sporty one.
Further sensors (to detect 'knock', poor fuel

To ensure that the HEGA (or O2 or Lambda λ)
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quality and so on) are easily added to such
systems and, by the mid-'90's, fully digital ECU's
had become the norm worldwide.

Such systems would employ a ‘closed-loop’
control mechanism, as outlined below, where
feedback about the exhaust emissions would be
used to recalculate the fuel delivery to injectors.

RPM
TPS
Cold start
Airflow

Engine Control
Unit (ECU)

Fuel
Injectors

Engine

Oxygen
sensor
Simplified Closed Loop system of engine Control

yet
more precision
Injectors get an upgrade too
Speaking of injectors, these would now also
need to be far more controllable than the original
MFI’s diesel injection-derived ‘pressureactivated’ versions, and electronics would feature

strongly.
The arrival of high precision ‘piezo-electric’
injectors (below) allowed for this digital control to
become a reality.

Modern ‘Piezo’ injectors. The colours indicate different rates of delivery

Digital injector control
The diagram (opposite top) illustrates very
basically, how the opening time (the ‘duty cycle’)
of an injector can be precisely adjusted by the
engine control unit to precisely deliver exactly the
correct amount of fuel.
In reality, the injectors tend not to remain ‘open’
as shown, but ‘pulse’ within the duty cycle - but
you can draw the wave pulse diagrams for
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yourselves!
The computer determines the duty cycle
based on information from all of the sensors in
the system and such calculations are carried out
at incredible speeds.
One of the main advantages that these new
‘precision’ injectors provided, was that they
could be supplied with fuel from a ‘common rail’.

Backfire

5v
0% duty cycle
0v
5v
25% duty cycle
0v
5v
50% duty cycle
0v
5v
75% duty cycle
0v
5v
100% duty cycle
0v

Digital control of modern electronic injectors

Such common rail fuel injection systems typify
these new electronically controlled versions of
fuel injection.
The electronics of the ECU could now
accurately ‘modulate’ (i.e. determine the opening
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period, or ‘duty cycle’) of the injectors, as shown
above, with opening intervals, or ‘pulses’
reduced to the operating speeds of the computer
in the ECU - in everyday terms, that’s less than
millionths of a second.
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Of course, as illustrated below, more modern
fuel injection systems now also have all sorts of
'extra' functions, such as capturing and storing
(usually in absorbent charcoal canisters) any
unburned fuel in the induction system, when the
engine is stopped.
This unburned fuel is then 'purged' back into the
system, once the engine is restarted, rather than
these gases simply being allowed to escape into
the atmosphere, making sure that crankcase
fumes don't escape either, with 'positive
crankcase ventilation' systems and so on.
The continued evolution of electronic engine
management systems, from the early and
innovative Bendix Electrojector systems of the
1950’s, the patents for which were snapped up by
Bosch to later appear in their early Jetronic (later
named D-Jetronic ecu shown below) systems
into the present fully digital ‘fuelling control’

systems has been truly remarkable
Just a quick glance at the ‘hard wiring’ of
‘discreet’ components, to give discreet
‘analogue’ circuits for each particular aspect of
control shows its age.
This is especially clear when compared to
today’s pogrammable ‘chips’ and surfacemounted components on a ‘motherboard’
(opposite).
Modern fuelling systems, whether petrol
engines, or diesel, have come a very long way
from the very simple, yet highly effective,
constant velocity SU carburettor design, but they
are immensely more clever, now offering far
more control of fuelling than ever before.
It is still common for petrol injection systems,
even ‘common rail’ ones, to inject the fuel into the
inlet tract, very near to where the inlet valve will
open, and at precisely the moment that this

Very basic, hard-wired circuitry inside the Bendix
Electrojet-inspired Bosch Jetronic ECU
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examples of modern fully digital engine ecu’s
opening occurs, meaning that the fuel pressure in
such systems does not have to be very high,
usually around 2-3bar (30-45psi).
However, somewhat similar to diesel practice,
there are some advantages to injecting the fuel
directly into the combustion chamber.
Such ‘direct injection’ systems do require much
higher fuel system pressures, with more costly
components and are not commonly found outside
of the ‘performance’ arena.

As the life-span of internal combustionpowered vehicles draws inexorably to a close, I
hope that, even if you’ve not enjoyed, then at
least you’ve appreciated this series of Covid-19
lockdown-sponsored articles on fuelling, and
their predecessors, on bonnet emblems and
then on the evolution of motive power.
I sincerely hope I’ll not have to become
‘creative’ again, any time soon!
Ed.

Thank you

HoneyRose
Foundation

Registered Charity Number 109867

If you were not present at the 2021 AGM, you may not be aware that the Club has selected Honey
Rose Foundation to benefit from the Club’s fund-raising efforts in 2022.
HoneyRose Foundation is the only UK charity to grant wishes to those over 40, with terminal and/or
life threatening illnesses.
HoneyRose Foundation is not only based locally, in St. Helens, but also supports people in the North
of England, from Carlisle to Crewe and from Liverpool to Huddersfield.
Ed.
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